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Abstract: Dalbergia odorifera T. Chen (Fabaceae) is a semi-deciduous tree species indigenous to
Hainan Island in China. Due to its precious heartwood “Hualimu (Chinese)” and Chinese medicinal
components “Jiangxiang”, D. odorifera is seriously threatened of long-term overexploitation and
has been listed on the IUCN (International Union for Conservation of Nature’s) red list since
1998. Therefore, the elucidation of its genetic diversity is imperative for conservation and breeding
purposes. In this study, we evaluated the genetic diversity of 42 wild D. odorifera trees from seven
populations covering its whole native distribution. In total, 19 SSR (simple sequence repeat) markers
harbored 54 alleles across the 42 samples, and the medium genetic diversity level was inferred
by Nei’s gene diversity (0.36), observed (0.28) and expected heterozygosity (0.37). Among the
seven wild populations, the expected heterozygosity (He) varied from 0.31 (HNQS) to 0.40 (HNCJ).
The analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA) showed that only 3% genetic variation existed
among populations. Moderate population differentiations among the investigated populations
were indicated by pairwise Fst (0.042–0.115). Structure analysis suggested two clusters for the
42 samples. Moreover, the seven populations were clearly distinguished into two clusters from
both the principal coordinate analysis (PCoA) and neighbor-joining (NJ) analysis. Populations from
Haikou city (HNHK), Baisha autonomous county (HNBS), Ledong autonomous county (HNLD),
and Dongfang city (HNDF) comprised cluster I, while cluster II comprised the populations from
Wenchang city and Sansha city (HNQS), Changjiang autonomous county (HNCJ), and Wuzhisan
city (HNWZS). The findings of this study provide a preliminary genetic basis for the conservation,
management, and restoration of this endemic species.

Keywords: Dalbergia odorifera T. Chen; genetic diversity; population structure; EST-SSR marker;
microsatellite marker; rosewood; conservation

1. Introduction

Dalbergia odorifera T. Chen, formerly named Dalbergia hainanensis Merr. et Chun, is endemic to
Hainan province, southern China. It is a semi-deciduous perennial tree species (diploid) of predominant
outcrossing in the Fabaceae family and one of the most valuable timber species in China. Dalbergia
odorifera is restricted to relatively narrow tropical geographic areas in Hainan Island at altitudes
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below 600 m. Obviously, the development of D. odorifera plantations is required to alleviate the
demand for this valuable wood, but so far no breeding systems have been established. In the 1950s,
it was introduced to the subtropical areas of Guangdong, Guangxi, and Fujian provinces in China [1].
Following several decades, the introduced trees now exhibit a satisfactory growth performance, and
have even formed valuable heartwood at most sites [1].

The heartwood of this species, locally known as “Hualimu” or “Huanghuli” (Chinese name),
takes more than 50 years to mature. It is one of the most precious fragrant rosewoods with a high value
on the furniture and craft markets (especially for luxury furniture and crafts) in China. As a source
of traditional Chinese medicine, it is also known as “Jiangxiang”, and contains a series of chemical
components, such as flavonoid [2], phenolic [3], and sesquiterpene derivatives [4–6], which play
important roles in the pharmaceutical industry for treatment of cardiovascular diseases [7], cancer,
diabetes [8], blood disorders, ischemia, swelling, and rheumatic pain [9,10]. Due to its high medicinal
and commercial value, D. odorifera has been overexploited for a long time and has been listed on the
IUCN (International Union for Conservation of Nature’s) red list by World Conservation Monitoring
Centre (WCMC) since 1998 [11]. As a result, the species became rare, only limited numbers of
individuals are found in parts of their original habitat, which was highly fragmented in the remaining
forests in Hainan Island [12]. Therefore, a comprehensive survey is urgently needed to obtain
information on the levels and patterns of genetic variation for D. odorifera. Such information is
imperative for establishing an effective strategy for conservation and breeding purposes.

Molecular markers are often used to elucidate genetic variation in tree species [13]. However,
in D. odorifera there are very few studies conducted using DNA molecular markers [12,14]. Compared
to other molecular markers, microsatellite (simple sequence repeat, SSR) markers are the ideal choices
for studying the genetic composition of wild populations because of their co-dominant character
and high variability [15,16]. The use of microsatellite markers to analyze the genetic diversity of
D. odorifera can provide an invaluable means for conservation and protection of this endangered species.
Moreover, the developments of SSR markers have been innovated by next-generation sequencing
based on transcriptomes (RNA-seq), especially for species without a reference genome [17–19].
This approach has been applied for SSR identification, development, and association studies in many
tree species [20–22]. In the present study, we applied this approach and developed 19 polymorphic
SSR markers specific for D. odorifera. The main objectives of this study were to use these developed SSR
markers to evaluate the genetic diversity of wild D. odorifera populations, and find out the causes for
the endangered and fragmented status of this species. The findings of this study will provide useful
genetic information for conservation and breeding strategies in D. odorifera.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Plant Materials and DNA Extraction Materials and Methods

In total, 42 wild individuals representing seven D. odorifera populations were sampled from the
whole Hainan Island of China (Figure 1, Table 1). We sampled all the trees with a diameter at breast
height (DBH) larger than eight cm, and the 42 individuals were the last remaining resources. Ten leaves
were collected from each individual and sealed in plastic bags with desiccants. Total genomic DNA
was extracted for each sample using the Hi-DNAsecure Plant Kit (Tiangen, Beijing, China) according
to the manufacturer’s instructions. The quality and quantity of DNAs were determined by NanoDrop
2000 (Thermo Scientific, Wilmington, DE, USA).
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Table 1. Geographical location of seven investigated D. odorifera populations in Hainan Island of China.

Population Size Origin Status Altitude (m) Latitude (N) Longitude (E)

HNQS 7 Wenchang city and
Sansha city Wild, Qiong mountain 20–80 19◦37′–19◦53′ 110◦19′–110◦23′

HNHK 3 Haikou city Wild, strand plain 10–80 20◦04′–20◦32′ 110◦21′–109◦21′

HNBS 5 Baisha autonomous
county Wild, Li mu mountain 150–250 19◦12′–19◦23′ 109◦7′–109◦24′

HNDF 5 Dongfang city Wild, strand plain 5–100 19◦6′–19◦17′ 108◦37′–108◦39′

HNLD 7 Ledong
autonomous county Wild, Jianfeng mountain 35–80 18◦34′–18◦42′ 108◦49′–109◦08′

HNCJ 5 Changjiang
autonomous county Wild, Bawang mountains 125–185 19◦4′–19◦08′ 109◦03′–109◦12′

HNWZS 10 Wuzhisan city Wild, Wuzhisan mountain 60–150 18◦48′–18◦53′ 109◦30′–109◦67′
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two, in each chart, different color represents a different cluster accounted in each population. 

  

Figure 1. Geographic location of seven investigated D. odorifera populations collected from Hainan
Island in China. P-HNQS—population of Wenchang city and Sansha city in Hainan province,
P-HNHK—population of Haikou city, P-HNBS—population of Baisha city, P-HNDF—population
of Dongfang city, P-HNLD—population of Ledong autonomous county, P-HNCJ—population of
Changjiang autonomous county, P-HNWZS—population of Wuzhisan city. The pie charts estimated
genetic structure of the seven populations based on STRUCTURE analysis with cluster number of two,
in each chart, different color represents a different cluster accounted in each population.

2.2. RNA Sequencing and Data Deposition

To develop protocols, three leaves from three trees (H27, H98, and H100) were collected from three
different populations of Haikou city (HNHK), Dongfang city (HNDF), and Changjiang autonomous
county (HNCJ), respectively, and immediately put into liquid nitrogen. RNA extraction and sequencing
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were done by Beijing Novogene Biological Information Technology Co., Ltd., Beijing, China (http:
//www.novogene.com/). The sequence data were deposited in the database of SRA (Sequence Read
Archive) at the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI, https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.
gov/), under accession number SRP175426, and SRR8398210, SRR8398212, and SRR8398211 were the
three biosample accession numbers for H27, H98, and H100, respectively [23].

2.3. SSR Identification and Marker Development

The software of MISA (MIcro SAtellite; http://pgrc.ipk-gatersleben.de/misa) was employed
to detect, locate, and identify SSR loci. The minimum number of motifs used to select the SSR
was ten for mono-nucleotide repeats, and six for di-nucleotide motifs, five for tri-, tetra-, penta-,
and hexa-nucleotide repeats. Primers were designed using Primer 3.0 software [24] using default
settings with the following criteria: Predicted primer lengths of 18–24 bases, GC content of 40%–60%,
annealing temperature of 56–62 ◦C, and predicted product sizes of 150–300 bp.

2.4. Validation of SSR Marker by PCR and Capillary Electrophoresis

Subsequently, DNAs from three samples (randomly selected from 42 individuals) were used
to validate the 192 randomly selected SSR loci (exclude mononucleotide repeats) with the designed
primers. PCR reactions were performed in 15 µL final volume, containing 10.25 µL water, 1.5 µL
10 x DNA polymerase buffer, 1.5 µL MgCl2 (25 mM), 0.3 µL dNTPs (10 mM each), 0.15 µL of each
primer at 10 µM, 0.3 µL Taq polymerase at 5 units/µL (TaqUBA), and 1 µL of genomic DNA (40–50 ng).
Totally 35 cycles of 94 ◦C for 15 s, appropriate annealing temperature for 15 s, and 72 ◦C for 30 s were
performed, following the pre-denaturation at 94 ◦C for 3 min. PCR products of clear, stable, and specific
bands with an expected length (100–350 bp) were considered as successful PCR amplifications.
All the PCR reactions were repeated at least once. Finally, 22 SSR markers were randomly selected
from the successful ones and used to analyze 42 samples. Their diluted PCR products mixed with
12.5 Hi-Di formamide and 0.25 µL size standard (Shanghai Generay Biotech Co., Ltd., Shanghai, China)
were separated by capillary electrophoresis, and genotyped with an ABI 3730 Genetic Analyzer
(Applied Biosystem, Foster, CA, USA) at Shanghai Generay Biotech Co., Ltd., Shanghai, China
(http://www.generay.com.cn). Peak identification and fragment sizing were done using Gene Mapper
v4.0 (Applied Biosystems, Foster, CA, USA) with default settings.

2.5. Statistical Analysis

The frequency of null alleles (FNA) and scoring errors were estimated using the Micro-checker
software 2.2.3 [25]. POPGENE v1.3.1 software [26] was used to estimate the following genetic
diversity parameters: Allele frequency, observed number of alleles (Na), effective number of alleles
(Ne), expected and observed heterozygosities (He and Ho, respectively), Nei’s gene diversity
(GD), the percentage of polymorphic loci (PPB), and Wright’s fixation index (F) and gene flow
(Nm). The polymorphism information content (PIC) was calculated for each locus using the online
program PICcalc [27]. F-statistics, including inbreeding coefficient within individuals (FIS), genetic
differentiation among populations (FST), were computed using GenAlEx version 6.5, so were the
pairwise Fst, pairwise G’ST (Hedrick’s standardized genetic differentiation index, adjusted for bias) [28].
Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) was evaluated using chi-squared tests for each population at
individual loci [26]. The Ewens-Watterson test for neutrality at each locus was performed using
POPGENE v1.3.1 [26]. Hierarchical analyses of molecular variance (AMOVA) were conducted using
GenAlEx version 6.5 [28].

The genetic structure of the investigated populations was analyzed using STRUCTURE 2.0 [29].
The number of discontinuous K was estimated from one to seven with 20 replicates, both length
of burn-in period and value of MCMC (Markov chain Monte Carlo) were set to 100,000 times [30].
The true value of clusters (K) were harvested online (http:taylor0.biology.ucla.edu/struct_harvest/)
according to the highest mean of estimated lnP(D) (log probability of data) and lnP(D)-derived
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delta K value [31]. Repeated sampling analysis and the genetic structural plot were performed
by CLUMPAK [32]. To summarize the patterns of variation in the multi-locus dataset, principal
coordinate analysis (PCoA) was performed using GenAlEx version 6.5 software based on pairwise G’ST

matrix. Next, Mantel tests were carried out between matrixes of pairwise G’ST and geographic and
genetic distance (Nei’s unbiased genetic distance) using GenAlEx version 6.5 software, respectively.
Additionally, a Neighbor-Joining (NJ) tree based on Nei’s unbiased genetic distance was drawn in
MEGAX [33].

3. Results

3.1. Distribution of SSR Loci in D. odorifera

In total, 35,774 potential SSR loci were identified and distributed in 26,880 unigenes, of which
6629 (24.7%) contained more than one SSR locus (Table S1). The SSR loci distributed in the leaf
transcriptome were of a frequency of 1/2.18 kb. According to the unevenly distributed prediction
(Figure S1), mono-nucleotide repeat motifs were the most frequent (21,623, 60.44%), followed by di-
(7612, 21.28%) and tri-nucleotide (6112 or 17.09%) repeat motifs. These three motifs represented 98.81%
in all, whereas only 40 and 14 penta- and hexa-nucleotide repeat motifs were found, respectively.

3.2. Development of Polymorphic SSR Markers

We randomly selected 192 SSR loci and designed primers to test the specificity of amplification
for three samples and the informative nature of these SSR markers. Of these, 104 pairs of primers
(54.2%) either did not give any amplification products or gave unexpected products, while 88 (45.8%)
produced clear amplicons with the expected size of 100–350 bp. Next, 22 of the 88 primers were
randomly selected for polymorphism detection and 19 (86.4%) showed polymorphism (Table 2).
Further information on these validated 88 SSR markers, including ID of cDNA sequence, SSR type,
repeat motif, position in template sequence, primer sequence, annealing temperature, and expected
amplicon length (for developing alternative primers if desired) is available in Table S2. Among the
polymorphic SSR loci, three (15.79%) were confirmed to locate in coding sequences (CDSs), six (31.58%)
in 5′-untranslated regions (5′UTRs), and three (15.79%) in 3′-untranslated regions (3′UTRs).

3.3. Polymorphism of 19 SSR Loci

In total, 19 SSR loci harbored 54 alleles across the 42 D. odorifera samples (File S1), the number
of alleles detected per locus was in a range of two to five, with an allele frequency range of 0.01–0.99
(Table 3, Table S3). The largest number of alleles (five) was detected at locus S21, which also harbored
the largest effective number of alleles (Ne, 2.79), expected heterozygosity (He, 0.65), Nei’s gene diversity
(GD, 0.64), and polymorphic information contents (PIC, 0.60). In terms of the overall PIC, both S09
and S21 were highly informative with PIC values higher than 0.50, while S02, S12, S23, S26, and S27
were less informative with PIC values smaller than 0.25, and the remaining 12 loci were moderately
informative with PIC values between 0.25 and 0.50. The average of Wright’s fixation index (F) was
0.16, ranging from −0.19 (S22) to 0.44 (S24). Furthermore, null alleles were found at loci S04, S09,
S21, S24, and S29. Six loci (S04, S08, S09, S24, S27, and S29) showed significant deviations from the
Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium across the 42 D. odorifera individuals. Additionally, all the 19 SSR loci
were selectively neutral according to the Ewens-Watterson test for neutrality (Table S4).
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Table 2. Characteristics of 19 SSR (simple sequence repeat) markers developed for D. odorifera.

Locus ID Repeat Motif Forward Primer (5′-3′) Reverse Primer (3′-5′) Product Size (bp) SSR Position Tm (◦C)

S01 c102105_g1 (ATA)6 AGTCCCGCCCACAAAATCAT CTGGTCAGTCATTCCCCCAC 252–258 Unknown 60
S02 c11754_g1 (AAG)6 GGTCCCTGACTCACTGAAGC CAACCTCTCTCTGCAGAACCA 269–275 5′UTR 60
S03 c1204_g1 (ATA)6 GCACGTGGTCAAAGCAATCA ATGAGCCCCTTCTGCACTTC 263–266 Unknown 60
S04 c25868_g1 (GAT)6 GCTGTGGAGTCACGTTCTCA TCCCCACAGAATCACAAGCC 278–287 3′UTR 60
S07 c29390_g1 (CCT)6 GCCAATGACATAATGGGCGG TGCAGAGAGTCAGGAGCTCT 226–229 CDS 60
S08 c31361_g1 (TGT)6 GGAAGAGAAATGGAGGGTAGCT TGCCAGACAACCAGAATGCT 305–320 Unknown 60
S09 c33497_g1 (CAT)6 ACCCTCCTCCTCCACCTTTT ACCGGCTTCAGTGATTGGTT 230–239 5′UTR 60
S10 c40172_g1 (TGC)7 CACGTACCCAACCGTCAAGA TCCGACGACCACCTAATCCT 261–273 5′UTR 60
S11 c40452_g1 (ATC)6 AAAAAGCGAGGACTACGGCA TGGAGAAGCAGTGCTCGTTT 224–227 Unknown 60
S12 c34672_g2 (GAT)7 GGTGAACAAGCTGGAGTGGA AAGCCCAGCATCTAAACCCC 259–271 CDS 60
S21 c56000_g1 (TCCC)6 GAGCCTTGAGTTCACCTCCC TTGGGTGTGAGATTGAGGGC 238–250 5′UTR 60
S22 c53146_g1 (TC)10 CCACCGATCTTAACCTCCGG ACTACAAGTGCGTGTGACCC 254–260 Unknown 60
S23 c56684_g2 (TC)10 TGGCGTTGACTTCCAGCATT GAGCAGTGTCAGCATGATGC 278–280 3′UTR 60
S24 c59001_g1 (CTA)7 GCTGCAAATGCCAGTGCTTA CGCTGTTGTCAGTGCATTGG 232–241 Unknown 60
S26 c60831_g5 (GTT)7 CCAATCCCACCAGTGAGGAG GCAGCACCTCTGAGACAAGT 241–247 CDS 60
S27 c49315_g1 (TAC)7 GAACCTTTCCTTCTGCGCCT CCTATGAAGCGTGTGCATGC 266–272 3′UTR 60
S28 c63495_g1 (TAC)7 ACAGCATTTGTGTTTGTGCA CAGCTGCGCTCTCATTCCTA 246–249 Unknown 60
S29 c57231_g1 (TAT)7 TCCCCGTTCCTCTCTCTCAG GGACTGTCACATGGCACTCA 150–168 5′UTR 60
S30 c48304_g3 (TGT)7 TGCCTTGATCCGCTGAGATC TCCCAAAATCGATGCAAAGCA 246–258 5′UTR 59
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Table 3. Diversity statistics of the 19 SSR loci across 42 D. odorifera samples.

Locus Na Ne Ho He GD PIC FST Nm F FNA PHWE
a

S01 3 1.99 0.38 0.50 0.50 0.41 0.08 2.79 0.23 0.08 0.108 ns
S02 2 1.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.07 3.58 −0.02 0.00 0.874 ns
S03 2 1.80 0.38 0.45 0.44 0.35 0.16 1.30 0.14 0.04 0.355 ns
S04 3 1.71 0.29 0.42 0.42 0.37 0.11 2.08 0.31 0.09 * 0.002 **
S07 2 1.83 0.36 0.46 0.45 0.35 0.12 1.85 0.21 0.07 0.173 ns
S08 4 1.38 0.24 0.28 0.27 0.26 0.05 4.68 0.13 0.03 0.001 **
S09 3 2.57 0.36 0.62 0.61 0.54 0.17 1.22 0.42 0.16 * 0.001 ***
S10 3 1.97 0.48 0.50 0.49 0.44 0.09 2.65 0.03 0.01 0.412 ns
S11 2 1.75 0.38 0.43 0.43 0.34 0.14 1.48 0.11 0.03 0.481 ns
S12 2 1.21 0.14 0.17 0.17 0.16 0.13 1.70 0.17 0.03 0.268 ns
S21 5 2.79 0.45 0.65 0.64 0.60 0.10 2.20 0.30 0.12 * 0.067 ns
S22 4 1.56 0.43 0.36 0.36 0.33 0.11 1.96 −0.19 −0.05 0.793 ns
S23 2 1.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.06 3.79 −0.01 0.00 0.938 ns
S24 3 2.05 0.29 0.52 0.51 0.46 0.22 0.87 0.44 0.15 * 0.002 **
S26 2 1.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.09 2.63 −0.01 0.00 0.938 ns
S27 3 1.27 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.19 0.09 2.42 −0.01 0.00 0.032 *
S28 2 1.80 0.26 0.42 0.44 0.35 0.10 2.19 0.25 0.08 0.105 ns
S29 4 1.71 0.26 0.42 0.42 0.35 0.12 1.75 0.37 0.11 * 0.000 ***
S30 3 1.81 0.33 0.45 0.45 0.37 0.03 7.77 0.25 0.08 0.135 ns

Mean 2.84 1.70 0.28 0.37 0.36 0.31 0.11 2.58 0.16 0.03

Na—observed number of alleles, Ne—effective number of alleles, Ho—observed heterozygosity, He—expected
heterozygosity, GD—Nei’s gene diversity, PIC—polymorphic information content, FST—genetic differentiation
coefficient, Nm—Gene flow, estimated from Fst, Nm = [(1/Fst) − 1]/4, F Wright’s (1978) fixation index,
FNA—frequency of null alleles, * p < 0.05, likely contained null alleles, PHWE

a p-value for deviation from
Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium: ns not significant, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.

3.4. Genetic Diversity in D. odorifera

Among the seven populations investigated, the number of polymorphic loci varied from 13 to
17, along with the percentage of polymorphic loci (PPB) from 68.42% to 89.47% (Table 4). Presenting
the largest PPB, population HNLD also had the largest alleles number of 46 (Alleles), whereas
HNHK, with the smallest PPB, had the smallest number of 35 (Alleles). In total, eight private alleles
appeared among the investigated populations, of which, three appeared in HNDF, two in HNLD,
and one in HNQS, HNBS and HNWZS, respectively. The observed heterozygosity (Ho) ranged from
0.24 (HNWZS) to 0.38 (HNDF) and expected heterozygosity (He) from 0.31 (HNQS) to 0.40 (HNCJ),
with an average of 0.28 and 0.37, respectively. At the population and species level, the expected (He)
heterozygosity was 0.36 and 0.37, respectively. Additionally, population HNCJ possessing the highest
genetic diversity level (He, 0.40) also showed the largest value of Nei’s gene diversity (0.36).

Table 4. Summary of different D. odorifera population diversity statistics averaged over the 19 SSR loci.

Population Size Alleles Na Ne Np Ho He GD FIS PPB %

HNQS 7 40 2.11 1.52 1 0.25 0.31 0.28 0.09 73.68
HNHK 3 35 1.84 1.54 0 0.26 0.34 0.28 0.00 68.42
HNBS 5 40 2.11 1.69 1 0.31 0.36 0.32 0.02 78.95
HNDF 5 41 2.16 1.59 3 0.38 0.37 0.33 −0.11 89.47
HNLD 7 46 2.42 1.64 2 0.26 0.38 0.35 0.20 89.47
HNCJ 5 40 2.11 1.77 0 0.36 0.40 0.36 −0.03 78.95

HNWZS 10 44 2.32 1.63 1 0.24 0.34 0.33 0.22 78.95
Mean 5.25 40 2.15 1.63 - 0.29 0.36 0.32 0.06 79.70
Total a 42 b 56 2.84 1.70 - 0.28 0.37 0.36 0.21 100.00

Population see Table 1, Size—number of sampled individuals, Alleles—total number of detected alleles,
Na—observed mean number of alleles, Ne—mean effective number of alleles, Np—number of private alleles,
Ho—observed heterozygosity, He—expected heterozygosity, GD—Nei’s gene diversity, FIS—inbreeding coefficient,
PPB %—the percentage of polymorphic loci, a diversity indices averaged over the 19 loci across all D. odorifera
populations, b total number of sampled individuals.
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Both AMOVA and pairwise Fst analysis were performed to investigate the genetic variations
among these populations. The AMOVA analysis was conducted without grouping the investigated
populations (population HNHK was not in this analysis for individuals below five). The result
showed that only 3% of the total genetic variation occurred among populations, and 20% of the
within population variation was due to the heterozygosity of the individuals within each population
(Table 5). The overall FST was very small (0.03, Table 5), the overall gene flow was 2.58 (Nm) estimated
among all these populations (Table 3). Furthermore, the pairwise Fst ranged from 0.042 to 0.115
(Table 6). The highest level appeared between populations HNQS and HNDF (0.115), whereas the
lowest appeared between HNLD and HNCJ (0.042).

Table 5. Analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA) for six populations of D. odorifera.

Source d.f. Sum of Square Mean of Square Variance
Components

Percentage
of Variation FST FIS

Among populations 5 27.864 5.573 0.111 3%
Within populations
Among Individuals 33 136.893 4.148 0.715 20%
Within Individuals 39 106.000 2.718 2.718 77%

Total 77 270.756 3.544 100% 0.03 * 0.21 ***

d.f. degrees of freedom, population HNHK was not in this analysis for individuals below five, FST and FIS is based
on standard permutation across the full data set, * p < 0.05, *** p < 0.001.

Table 6. Pairwise Genetic Differentiation Index (Fst) between the seven populations.

Population HNQS HNHK HNBS HNDF HNLD HNCJ HNWZS

HNQS
HNHK 0.088
HNBS 0.095 0.055
HNDF 0.115 0.090 0.062
HNLD 0.074 0.055 0.043 0.051
HNCJ 0.071 0.100 0.087 0.090 0.042

HNWZS 0.061 0.078 0.051 0.051 0.044 0.054

Population see Table 1.

3.5. Population Structure of D. odorifera

An admixture model-based approach was implemented to evaluate the population structure
of the 42 D. odorifera individuals. The optimum cluster number (K) of the investigated populations
was two, with the largest values of both ln P(D) (log probability of data, −978) and delta K (15)
harvested from the STRUCTURE HARVESTER website (Figure 2a,b). Based on K of two, a graphic
representation of estimated membership coefficients of each individual was exhibited in Figure 2c.
Each color showed the proportion of membership of each individual, represented by a vertical line,
to the two clusters. The individual with the probability higher than a score of 0.75 was considered
a pure one, and lower than 0.75 an admixture one. In this analysis, the yellow cluster included
17 individuals with 14 pure and 3 admixture ones, while the blue cluster included 25 individuals with
14 pure and 11 admixture ones. However, only HNBS and HNDF entirely consisted of individuals
from the blue cluster, other populations consisted of individuals from both clusters.

The pairwise G’ST matrix was used for the principal coordinate analysis (PCoA). The first and
second axis explained 63.25% and 22.13% of the variance within the molecular data, respectively
(Figure 3a). Two clusters were clearly distinguished by PCoA analysis: Populations from HNHK,
HNBS, HNLD and HNDF were grouped as cluster I, the other three populations (HNQS, HNCJ and
HNWZS) grouped as cluster II. Moreover, the NJ (Neighbor-joining) dendrogram tree showed similar
results based on Nei’s unbiased genetic distance among the investigated populations (Figure 3b).
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Figure 2. Results of STRUCTURE analysis for 42 D. odorifera individuals based on microsatellite data.
(a) Estimation of population using mean of estimated lnP(D) (log probability of data) with cluster
number (K) ranged from one to seven. (b) Estimation of population using lnP(D)-derived delta K with
cluster number (K) ranged from one to seven. (c) Estimated genetic structure of the seven populations
based on STRUCTURE analysis with cluster number (K) of two. In each plot, different color represents
a different cluster and black segments separate the populations.
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Figure 3. Relationships among the seven wild D. odorifera populations in Hainan Island. (a) Principal
coordinate analysis (PCoA) based on pairwise G’ST (Hedrick’s standardized Gst, analog of Fst, adjusted
for bias), Coord.1 (63.25%): The first principal coordinate, explained 63.25% of variation; Coord.2
(22.13%): The second principal coordinate, explained 22.13% of variation. (b) Neighbour-joining (NJ)
tree based on Nei’s unbiased genetic distance among seven populations of D. odorifera in Hainan Island.
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Subsequently, Mantel tests between the matrixes of pairwise G’ST and geographic distance
(Figure 4a) and genetic distance (Figure 4b) were carried out, respectively. The results showed that
genetic differentiations among the investigated populations were more attributed to the genetic
distance (91.2%, Figure 4b) rather than to the geographic distance (27.7%, Figure 4a). Hence, there was
no clear geographic origin-based structuring, or predominate isolation by distance among the
investigated populations.
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Figure 4. Mantel tests for pairwise G’ST matrix correspondence on relationships between geographic
and genetic distance for D. odorifera populations in Hainan Island. (a) Relationships between pairwise
G’ST and geographic distance. There is a positive relationship between the two elements (Rxy: 27.7%,
p < 0.05). (b) Relationships between pairwise G’ST and Nei’s unbiased genetic distance. There is
a positive relationship between the two elements (Rxy: 91.2%, p < 0.05).

4. Discussion

4.1. Development of SSR Marker for D. odorifera

Measuring levels of genetic diversity within and among populations is essential to understand
the adaptability to environments of a species, in particular for conservation studies to explore the
causes of rare and/or endangered plant species [34]. However, reports on the genetic diversity of
D. odorifera is scarce, as a shortage of molecular markers restricted to six RAPD (random amplified
polymorphic DNA) [12] and 25 SRAP (sequence-related amplified polymorphism) [14] loci. The use
of such dominant markers could give a biased estimation of genetic variation when populations
are not in the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium [35], which may be true for the D. odorifera fragmented
populations. In the present study, six loci showed significant deviations from the Hardy-Weinberg
equilibrium. Therefore, the development of co-dominant SSR markers for D. odorifera is of great use for
genetic studies. In this study, we have identified 35,774 putative SSR loci from the leaf transcriptome
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dataset, substantially more than those reported for other legume species such as 5956 in Prosopis alba
Griseb. [36], 5710 in Millettia pinnata (L.) Panigrahi [18], and 7493 in Mucuna pruriens (L.) DC. [37].
In addition, the dominant repeats and motif types of SSR also vary among the transcriptomes from
different species. These differences may be attributable to different genome structure and composition
in these species.

The effectiveness and success of SSR development rely considerably on the quality and the
accuracy of the sequence data [38]. Therefore, the identified SSR loci need to be further validated.
Of the 192 primer pairs selected, 45.8% (88) yielded the expected amplicons for each locus, indicating
that no introns presented within the amplified regions. From those validated SSR markers, 22 were
randomly selected for polymorphism detection, of which 86.4% (19) exhibited polymorphism among
the 42 wild D. odorifera trees. The PIC content provides an estimation of the information content of
locus. The average PIC value of these newly developed SSR markers is 0.31, which is comparable to
or lower than that in other legumes, such as Vigna umbellata (Thunb.) Ohwi & Ohashi (0.2898) [39],
Mucuna pruriens (L.) DC. (0.24) [37], and Melilotus species (0.79) [40], but relatively higher than that
based on ISSR (inter simple sequence repeat) and RAPD markers in other Dalbergia species, such as
Dalbergia cochinchinensis Pierre ex Laness (ISSR 0.101; RAPD 0.088) [41] and Dalbergia oliveri Prain (ISSR
0.147; RAPD 0.116) [42]. Both high and low allelic PIC value markers are useful for genetic diversity to
avoid a biased estimation [43,44]. Therefore, these SSR markers developed in our present study appear
to be useful for genetic studies of D. odorifera populations.

4.2. Genetic Diversity of D. odorifera

Genetic diversity is essential to the long-term survival of species and plays an important role
in the genetic improvement through breeding programs. However, limited information on genetic
diversity of D. odorifera is available. Prior to the present study, only one report has been conducted
using six RAPD markers, indicating medium genetic diversity level (six populations) inferred by the
percentage of polymorphic loci (PPB) of 54.55% and Nei’s gene diversity (GD) of 0.21 [12]. Compared
to which, our results exhibited a higher genetic diversity level with the higher values of 100% (PPB) and
0.36 (GD) using the 19 newly developed SSR markers. These differences may be due to the different
numbers [45] and types of molecular markers [16] used in the studies, or alternatively, due to the
different population sizes in the two studies.

Genetic diversity in wild plant species is often related to the geographic range, population size,
longevity, mating system, migration, and balancing selection [34,45,46]. Higher genetic diversity is
expected to reflect a better adaption to the environments of a species [47]. However, the medium
genetic diversity level of D. odorifera was indicated by the observed and expected heterozygosity of
0.28 and 0.37, respectively. Most of studies have been concordant with the general trend or prediction
that species with narrow or endemic distributions maintain significantly lower levels of genetic
diversity than species with widespread distributions [48–51]. Notably, the native habitat of D. odorifera
is restricted to small regions in Hainan Island. It is no wonder then that the genetic diversity values in
the present study are much smaller than those in wide spread tropical tree species such as Olea europaea
Linn. (12 SSR markers, Ho = 0.75, He = 0.6) [20], Prunus africana (Hook.f.) Kalkman (6 SSR markers,
Ho = 0.68, He = 0.73) [52], and Eugenia dysenterica DC. (9 SSR markers, Ho = 0.545, He = 0.62) [53].
However, the diversity of D. odorifera is even lower than in some rare and endemic tree species
like Boswellia papyrifera (Del. ex Caill.) Hochst (He = 0.69) [54], D. cochinchinenesis (He = 0.55),
and D. oliveri (He = 0.75) [55]. Similar observations were reported for Ottelia acuminate (He = 0.35,
endemic to southwestern China) [56] and Dipterocarpus alatus Roxb. ex G.Don (He = 0.22, endemic
to southeastern Vietnam) [57], resulting from the extensive reduction in population sizes caused by
human disturbance. Similarly, due to the long-time over-logging for the valuable fragrant heartwood,
the distributions of D. odorifera populations in Hainan Island have been dramatically reduced in the
past thirty years. The present populations were highly fragmented into subpopulations, each composed
of only a few individuals and large trees are seldom [12]. This is consistent with the suggestion that
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the distribution-restricted plant species are associated with a relatively low genetic diversity primarily
from over-exploitation of their resources.

In the present study, the mean observed heterozygosity (0.28) was much lower than the mean
expected heterozygosity (0.37), and the Wright’s (1978) fixation index (F) was up to 0.16 across the
42 wild trees (Table 3), indicating a modest heterozygote deficiency existed within the entire wild
distribution range for D. odorifera. This result may be attributed to the botanical characteristics of
D. odorifera, more specifically, to its complicated reproduction system which causes a relatively high
inbreeding coefficient (Table 5) [58]. Dalbergia odorifera is a predominantly outcrossing species [12].
Its flowers are entomophilous pollinated by small insects and fruits with flattened seedpods are
dispersed by wind [59,60], which limits longer distance dispersal. Moreover, D. odorifera has the ability
of coppice regeneration especially stimulated by trunk injuries [12]. These characters are consistent
with a predominantly outcrossing mating system that includes at least some extent of inbreeding.
Alternatively, it is due to the small populations in which mating between relatives occurred more
frequently than in large populations [61].

4.3. Genetic Differentiation and Population Structure

Woody species with predominately outcrossing tend to have less differentiation among
populations and high variation within populations [34]. Similarly, our AMOVA analysis showed
that most of the genetic variation was within the investigated populations of D. odorifera, while only
3% genetic variation components existed among populations, which is much lower compared to
other Dalbergia species (0.236, D. cochinchinensis; 0.126, D. oliveri) [55]. Genetic differentiation among
different populations is strongly influenced by gene flow (Nm) and genetic drift [62]. For neutral
genes, the value of Nm below one indicates that genetic drift is a predominant factor affecting
population structure, whereas the value above four indicates that gene flow can replace a genetic
drift [48,63]. In the present study, the 19 SSR markers, which were selectively neutral according to
the results of the Ewens-Watterson test (Table S4), are excellent for investing the effects of gene flow
and genetic drift, showing overall gene flow of 2.58 (Table 3). This relatively high gene flow could
curtail parts of the dispersive effects caused by genetic drift, reducing the genetic variation among
populations while increasing the diversity within populations. However, the frequent migration
indicated by the relatively high gene flow was opposite to the fragmented distributions of the
investigated populations, for which, the putative explanation may be that of frequent human actions,
primarily due to overexploitation and illegal logging [12]. Similar observations were also found for
Acer miaotaiense (P. C. Tsoong) [34] and Plectranthus edulis (Vatke) Agnew [47]. Additionally, a genetic
drift could not be ignored, since the population sizes are so small that any reduction in size could
result in genetic drift.

Pairwise Fst was in a range of 0.042–0.115 (Table 6), suggested that moderate population
differentiation were found among these wild populations. The highest level of genetic differentiation
(0.115) was found between populations HNDF and HNQS, and the distance between them was about
220 km, which was matching with the indication that long-term isolation may limit the level of
gene flow between two populations [34]. However, the genetic differentiation level between HNLD
and HNHK was only 0.055, the distance between them was also 220 km, which was opposite to
the indication. An admixture model-based approach was implemented to evaluate the population
structure, and suggested two clusters were the best for the 42 D. odorifera trees. Similar results were
generated from both neighbor-joining and PCoA analysis. They all distinguished the investigated
populations into two clusters—cluster I consisted of populations from Haikou city (HNHK), Baisha
autonomous county (HNBS), Ledong autonomous county (HNLD), and Dongfang city (HNDF);
while cluster II consisted of populations from Wenchang city and Sansha city (HNQS), Changjiang
autonomous county (HNCJ), and Wuzhisan city (HNWZS). Moreover, genetic differentiation among
the investigated populations showed positive relationships with both geographic distance (27.7%,
Figure 4a) and genetic distance (91.2%, Figure 4b) distinguished by the Mantel tests, which was
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attributed more to the genetic distance rather than the geographic distance. Across all these
analyses, no clear geographic origin-based structuring or predominant signs of “isolation by distance”
were found, the present population structure of D. odorifera was more likely to be inferred by
human activities.

4.4. Conservation

The main goal of conservation is to establish a suitable strategy for maintaining current genetic
diversity and ensuring the long-term evolution of an endangered species [64]. The current state of D.
odorifera is: Medium genetic diversity level along with modest heterozygosity deficiency, low genetic
differentiation, and really small population size. This pattern mainly results from extensive human
activities, primarily due to the over-logging. Many necessary approaches have been implemented by
the Chinese government: (1) Dalbergia odorifera has been promoted to a second-grade state-protected
species and it is forbidden to exploit natural resources; (2) national parks and sanctuaries have been
established for in situ conservation covering almost every habitat in Hainan Island, such as Hainan
Jianfengling national reservation, Bawangling national park, and Wangning Botany Park, etc. However,
the population size of D. odorifera is still decreasing due to illegal-logging. Therefore, impactful ex situ
conservation strategies should be the best choice, to avoid the loss of genetic diversity due to illegal
logging and increase the variability of progenies by “outcrossing” the trees available.

5. Conclusions

The present study provides an initial assessment on genetic diversity and structure of D. odorifera
conducted using 19 SSR markers. Medium genetic diversity at the species level and low genetic
differentiations among populations were found in this endangered endemic tree species. This pattern
of genetic variation may be primarily caused by extensive human activities, and this information
could be used in the establishment of conservation strategies of this endangered species. In addition,
the large number of SSR loci may serve as tools for assisting breeding programs in future studies.
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contains three files: file a: 1-Allele-PDF, Allele reports, captured all the peaks in **.pdf. (** locus code, S01-S30);
file b: 2-Raw and Statistical data-Excel, the 42 samples are identified to the “SAMPLE” labeled in the Allele reports.
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